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and to venture in the
highest sense is
precisely to become

To venture causes
•xiety. but not to
venture is to lose one's

conscious ot one's self
Kierkegaard

self.•••
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Homecoming '71 Held
by Vera Anne Auletta

The second annual
Homecoming on October 16th
was very successful affair,
according to Arthur F. Kirk,
director of Alumni Affairs . The
en tire day surpassed his
expectations. Everyone, he said ,
seemed to be having a good time.
There was a good turn-out at each
event. Newark State's loss to
Jersey City, 44-0 , did put a
damper on things, but still
between l 00 and 150 attended
the cocktail party which lasted
until 7:00 PM.
There were about 400 people
at the Beef 'n' Beer Luncheon. A
V.I.P. Luncheon, honoring the
Class of 1921 and Mr. Joseph
Domarecki, recipient of the
outstanding alumnus award was
held at the same time.
The · Class of '21 had 25
representatives out of their
original number of 91 attend.
Alumni who donated more than
$ I 00.00 in the past year were also
present at this luncheon.
Our Second Homecoming
Queen was announced during
half-time of the football game.
The winner is Fran Holck of Nu
Theta Chi.
Dr. Kirk feels that all the work
he ·did for Homecoming was
worthwhile. The people had a
good time. "We've started a good ,
solid Homecoming tradition. This

72 Course
Evaluation
Organized
by Lena Welner

On Thursgay, October 14th,
during college free hour, a Course
Evaluation meeting was held in
the Alumni Lounge. The meeting
chaired by Jim Harrison, was open
to students and faculty.
Course Evaluation is in
theprocess of being printed and
the results will be available in
approximately two weeks.
Course-wise the responses received
were 80%; however, faculty-wise
the responses were only about
65%.
Jim Harrison suggested the
publishing of a list of the faculty
members who handed in their
results late , had sections missing
or simply did not hand in replies. ·
Mr. Stan Buckner, former
Ombusdsman, stressed the need to
show which professor did or did
not comply.
A suggestion was made that for
future evaluations, the committee
pu b lish a tally in the
INDEPENDENT of profs who
handed in evaluations up to a
specific date. Dexter Pease aide to
the Vice.:Pres. for Academic
Affairs suggested the committee
(Continued on Page 2)

year's was better than last year's
and next year's will probably be
even better." Dr. Kirk remarked
that, "It wouldn't have been
successful without the help of
A Ian Mc Garry, Senior Class
President who ran the student side
of Homecoming, and Mr. Nesbit
and his staff in Food Services,
who corporated completely with
the Luncheons and Cocktail
Party.
Toward the end of the 2nd
NSC Homecoming three alumni
voiced their impressions on the
day's activities. The fust comment
Mrs. Rae Hannon, nee D' Allegro,
of the Class of 1952 had was that
she was disappointed that more
alumni and faculty had not
attended. Mrs. Hannon, when
commenting on the Squire's
football team, remarked, "They
did very well considering it is a

new team; they tried hard." Mrs.
Hannon's departing remark was,
"The new campus sure beats the
old sunken garden" noting that
the "old timers" would know
what she meant.
Tom O'Donnell , last year's
Sports Editor of THE
INDEPENDENT , was at the
college's afternoon football game.
He said, "they (the team) should
have picked a weaker opponent.
The Homecoming game should be
won!" Mr. O'Donnell commented
on the overall Homecoming
schedule by saying. "There should
be more festivities ." However, he
did say , "Dr. Artie Kirk did a fine
job ."
When asked about the activities
of Homecoming , (immediately
following the football game) one
recent alumnus could only mutter
"We lost!"

Lihrary Closed· Sunday
by Sharon McHale

Until this Fall, the NSC library
was op~n on Sunday, from l :00
pm to 4:00 pm. Library statistics
have shown that it was a
worthwhile service for students,
especially for those in the dorms.
On Sundays the library was used
on the average by one out of
every thirty students. The
administration regrets the decision
but the closing is only one of the
plan that were instituted in the
Fall financial program to conserve
expenditures in order to meet a
$750,000.00 deficit.
Despite the fa ct that NSC
received more money this year
than last year, a dedicit arose
because the money was not in

proportion to the encreased
number of students. Funds which
formerly ent to NSC's financial
resources were sent to Trenton in
order to help balance the state
budget. The attempt to
economize is being made
according to outlines which have a
minimal effect upon the student
body.
Many personal services which
could have been revoked, were
retained. Steps were taken to
insure that the general operation
of the college, in respect to
former years, continued. The
possibility remains that if
revenues are increased and
expenses are kept current, that
the Sunday hours will be
reinstated for the Spring semester.

Penal -Reforn
Candidates Speak
by Jan- Furda

Robert W. Lee, candidate for
the office of Union County
Sheriff, spoke to all six members
of the Republican Club last
Thursday in Sloan Lounge. This is
Mr. Lee's first time on the ballot
and he is an avid advocate of
Penal Reform. Throughout his
talk he stressed the job· of our
penal institutions as being one of
giving hope to a man when he's
down, give him the chance to
exercise his body and mind , and
have jobs available to him when
he's ready to leave.
Statistics pointed out by
R obert Lee, show that the
condition of our jails is tragic. In .
1970, out of 3149 jails, all of
which were municipalities, 86%
ha d no reha b ilitation and
education programs; 90% did not
p rovide recreational activities;
w hile 47% had no lavatory
facilities. Union County is one of

the offenders which does not
offer recreational programs while
educational endeavors are
according to Mr. Lee , "virtually
ridiculous ," as is the penal system
in N.J .
Mr. Lee stated his primary
purpose for seeking the office of
Sheriff is that it would allow him
the power , as head of the county
jail, to staff its facilities appoint a
warden and also set forth his own
policy without interference. He
would be accountable to the
Board of Freeholders in regards to
financial matters.
The important points of his
reforms are I.) to establish a 24
hour Classification Officer who
will separate youthful and first.
offenders from hardened criminals
in the County jail. 2.) To establish
e d ucational, recreational and
rehabilitative programs through
the S tate Law Enforcement
.(Continued on Page 2)

T.elevision Station
On Campus
by Kathy Gurdon

In the near future, Newark
State College will begin plans on a
video tape center. The video tape
committee will be taken under the
"social umbrella" of the College
Center Board. The major
advantage of the video tape
equipment over radio and all
printed media is immediate
feedback or response . Burt
Martone , representing the College
Center Board explains that if used
to fullest potential , the video tape
center could be linked up to a
nation-wide circuit sponsored by
the N.S.A. , so one could readily
see that the initiating of the
device has far reaching
possibilities."
The first meeting of the
committee took place on October
12th. It was attended by Bob
DiFerdinando, president of the
student organization; Jim Kalb ,
tecnical advisor to the video tape

committee; Burt Martone,
representing C.C.B.; also David
Troy and Al Victorian, of the fine
arts department. Advice was
sought from David Troy, who is
now programming through the
fine arts department's video tape
equipment. The committee hopes
to purchase two monitors, two
video packs, and a number of
recording tapes which will be used
extensively throughout campus as
soon a s the equipment is
obtained.
The committee is looking
for~ard to new and interested
students to help out. Anyone
interested in participating or
becoming a committee member
please contact Burt Martone in
the Student Activities Office or
Jim Kalb in the Independent
office as soon as possible.
Remember : your help and
cooperation is needed to make
this program a success at Newark
State College.

Ecology The Thing
site. They are proponents of the
ecological point-of-view. Dr.
Hennings repeatedly pointed out
that the trees , to be destroyed by
construction, are irreplaceable and
pricetags cannot be put on them.
Dr. Lewis spoke out with the fact
that ecology is being taught at this
college and the future
construction of the new dorms
would contradict because the
construction calls for the few
Several faculty members urged trees we have to be cut down .
the Boa rd to reconsider the
The trustees ended the session
pro posed location.
Both Dr with the conclusion that further
George Hennings and Dr. Alan investigation into the matter is
Lewis of the Biological Sciences needed. Complete information
Dept. firmly supported the will be available by the next
. suggestion to relocate the dorm meeting on November 22 .
by Kathy Bralezyk

Newark State's Board of
Trustees are continuing the
discussions concerning the
forthcoming construction of a
new dormitory on campus. The
Board met Mohday afternoon,
. October U th, at 4 :30 pm to
consider the problems arising over
the proposed location of the new
dorm.
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Co urse
Eval1tation
(Continue.! :.-om Page 1)

apply for use of a computer on
campus. Cha irman Harrison
replied he pla ns to meet with
President Weiss and few other
faculty members to discuss this
point. If this does not work-out
the alternative will be to have a
student investigate the use of a
computer o ff campus.
Some suggestions were made
regarding the impr6vement of the
, q u estionn aire . It was also
suggested that faculty members
see the questio nnarie before it is
handed out.

(Continued from Page 1)

Planning Agency (SLEPA); 3.) To
create a work-release program in
co-operation with parole and
probation au thorities; 4 .) To
make application for SLEPA
funds to help finance functions of
the sheriff's office and
rehabilitative programs.
When q ueried about Attica, the
Republican candidate replied t hat
no one will never let you know it.
Certainly a tragic situation, Attica
reinforced his feelings about the
dire need for penal reform.
Bob Lee told the Independent
that no ody from the Community
Council asked him or any other

candidate to come to a meeting.
He felt it was important for young
people to know who was
representing them and especially
to become aware of what is in
store for them in penal
institu tions. Since 18-year-olds
can vote, they have a say in what
goes on in the country and it is a
must for them to exercise their
privelege. As Robert Lee's moot
states about elections and "people
power," "More and more
elections are turning on the
strength of People , not Party ; on a
man's Purpose, not his Politics; on
his Performance, not his Promises,
and this is as it should be."

Free University Presents Gay Activist
1/iance For The Science Minded
Thursday night, 8 p.m. in the
Alumni Lounge, seven speakers
from the G.A.A . came to hold a
discussion group.
The Gay Activist Alliance is a
miliant (though nonviolent)
homosexual civil rights
organization. Membership is open
to all persons - male or female
young or old. homosexual or
hoterosexual - who agree with
the purposes of the organization
and who are prepared to devote
time to their implementation .
GAA is exclusively devoted to
the liberation of homosexuals and
avoids involvement in any
program of action not obviously
re l evant to homosexuals.
Although individual members of
G AA are involved in many
different social causes, the
organization as such is a one-issue
organization. GAA adopted this
policy in order to win the support
of large numbers of homosexuals
- regardless of differences in
social perspective - and to avoid
intranal political dispute. This
policy is written into the GAA
constitution.
GAA is a structured
organization. It has officers and
committees, but only the
membership can _decide upon
policy. This is done at our weekly
general membership meetings.
Meetings are conducted in
accordancy with parliamentary
law. GAA adopted this policy to
insure t:\:)at policy decisions are
mutually consistant, arrived at
democratically, and carried out
officien tly. This policy is also
written into the GAA
constitution.

GAA is a political organization
and uses the tactics of
confrontation politics. Politicians
pnd persons of aut~ority in
society who contribute to
oppression of homosexuals are
publically exposed through mass
demonstrations, disruption of
meetings, and sit-ins. GAA
adopted this policy because the
first necessary stage in
homosexual liberation is the
development of an open sense of
public indentity in the gay
community and a corresponding
sense of fear and embarrassment
in the government.

Pirg·States
Ob/ectives

Penal Reform

is given wide publicity in the
press.
GAA is a cultural organization.
It recognizes that homosexuals are
socially , educationally,
community, conducts
consciousness-raising sessions to
increase members awareness of
their common oppression, and
sponsors projects in theatre and
art to articulate gay identity.
GAA is open to all varieties of
homosexuals culture . No member
is discriminated against because of
style of behavior, .personal
appearance, or sexual taste .
Publications:

The books listed below will be
informative on the subject of
homosexuality and gay liberation.
They have never been officially
endorsed by the Gay Activist
Alliance.
I. Kinsey, A.C. et al Sexual
Behavior

in

the

Human

Male

Philadelphia, Saunders, 1948
2. Schofield, Michael Sociologic
A s pe c ts

of

Homosexuality

Boston, Little Brown and Co.
1965
3 . Churchill, Wainwright
Homo sexual Behavior Among
Men New York, Hawthorne

Books, 1967
4. Ford, Clelland

and Beach

Patterns of Sexual Behavior New

York, Harper and row 195 I
5. Teal, Donn, The Gay Mil itants
New York·, Stein and Day, 1971
6. Pittsnger, W. Norman A Time
For Consent London SCM Press
Ltd. 1970
7. Valente, Michael F. , Sex : The
Radical View of a Catholic
Teeologian New York , Bruce ,

1971
8. Fluckiger, Fritz A. Research
Thro ugh a Glass Darkly : An
Evalu ation of the Bieber Study

privately printed , available from
Miss Barbara Gittings, 241 Sou th
21st St. Phili . Pa. 191
Organizations
New York City Gay Groups :

American Orthodox Church:
Services and Socials, Sun 2 PM
Church of the Holy Apostles
28th St and 9th Av
Daughters of Bilitis (women
only) 49 East I st Meetings, dances
feminist workshop. General
Meeting Thurs 8 PM 475-9870
Gay Activist Alliance of NY,
Thurs 8 PM, 99 Wooster Street
GAA does not endorse any · (Firehouse). Meetings, dances,
candidate for public office or any movies, caberets, workshops all
political party. The response of week. 226-8572, 431-4798,
politicians to GAA confrontations 260-1370

Gay Youth (under 21) Sun 4
PM CH 982-9874
Mattachine Society : 799-09 16
243 West End Avenue . Legal Aid
Clinic Tues. 7 PM .
Gay Women's Liberation Front
254-85 14
H omosexuals I ntransigent
799-5692. 127 Riverside Drive
Radical Lesbians (women only)
Wed 8 PM DOB 674-9687
West Side Discussion Group
Wed 8 PM 675-0143
Gay Coffee House (People's
Coffee Grounds) 21 0 W. 82nd St.
( B'way a n d Am s t erdam
basement). Sun 4 PM to I AM
Homosexual Community
Counseling Center 834-1159.
Professional and peer group
counseling Gay Counseling Calvery Episcopal Church, NYC 431-4798
Community Sex Information
Center 867-9044 (for gays and
others)
Long Island

Gay Activist Alliance of Long
Island. S16-825-8729
New Jersey Gay Groups

Hackensack 201-489-2458,
201-488-9357
Union City : GAAC 862-9088
Rutger's Student Homophile
League (day) 247-1766 ext 6885
DOB of NJ in Maplewood
763-1506
Rockland County NY ;
EL 7-0154

Several students are interested
in starting a homosexual
organization on campus. If
anyone is interested please
contact Rich Stanziene or look
for notices posted around the
college.

College Ice Skating
Starti ng Thursday, Oct.
21 . On every Thursday,
4th Period 12:30-1:30 at
Warinanco Park
Free admission and lessons by
Mrs. Mary Moroney, U.S.
Chairman of Figure Skating
Assoc. 196 1-67.
For more information and easy
direct ions contact Phys. Ed.
offices

The New Jersey Public Interest
Research Group (N JPlRG) will
undertake to identify and evaluate
issues involving public policy
d ecisions. incl ud ing social
planning, institutional regulation
and control, and matters of
individual rights which affect
substantial numbers of people .
NJP IRG will determine the
alternative solutions available, in
order to determine what course of
action NJPIRG should take to
bring about corporate ,
governmental , and other
institutional changes that are
necessary to further the public
interest.
Action taken by NJPJ RG will
consist of a co-ordinated effort of
analysis and research : public

education ; active representation
before legislative bodies and
b efore ad minis tr a t ive a n d
regulatory agencies; and litigation
w here su c h actions are
warranted - to achieve the goals
of this group .
,
The genera l areas of NJI RG
concern will include urban
revita l ization, cons u mer
pr otection, reso urce plan ning,
urban and rural occupational
safety and labor conditions,
protection of natural areas and
environmental quality , racial and
sexual discrimination ,
landlord/tenant relations, delivery
of health care. and similar matters
of urgent of long range concern to
the welfare of the people of the
State of New Jersey.

Special Exhibits
Body Fragments
Three of New Jersey's most
prominent artists will be on hand
at an invitational exhibition of
their works at the dedication of
the Lenore Vaughn-Eames Ar ts
and Humanities Building. They
are R ic h ar d A nuszkie w icz.
Wojciech Fangor and George
Segal.
Anuszkiewicz works with
pastel colors and lighter but
intense color. and uses acrylic
paints to create an exciting
perceptual experience for the
viewer.
Fangor describes his paintings
as "operating in the space
between the eye of the spectator
and the space of the painting - in
the 'positive illusory space'". His
works have also been described as
environmental art.
George Segal is perhaps best
known for his pop-art movement
scu lptures. His art form consists
of plaster figures, cast from real

life, put into a common-place
environment of real objects. In
the Vaughn-Eames Invitational
Exhibit, he will show body
fragments, choosing that part of
the body he considers necessary
for a ''poetic statement".
The exhibition has been made
possible through donations from
seven financial institutions: City
Federal Savings and Loan
Association; First New Jersey
Bank; Harmonia Savings Bank;
Investors Savings and Loan
Association; National State Bank;
The Union Center National Bank
and the Union County Trust
Company. Anuszkiewicz and
Segal's works appear through the
Sidney J anis Ga ll e ry, and
Fandor's works through the
co-operation of Dr. and Mrs.
Arthur Lejwa of the Galerie
Chalette.
The public is invited to attend
the exhibit from Oct. 22nd
thro ugh November 29rd.

Reflections On The 2nd Law Of
Thermodynamics.
"For The Science Minded
Reflections on the 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics" by Nick Teyas
(Statement of 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics ; No process
involving energy transformation
will spontaneously occ ur unless
there is a degradatio_n of the
energy from a concentrated form
into a dispersed form .)
Complete dissipation of heat
would entail an absence of life
being that life is the channeling o(
dispersed energy derived from
light. - The dissipation system
. can not be run down as long as
there is an influx of light. - If the
system could in some way be

ANY IDEAS?
OMMUNITY COALITION

sealed with respect to heat loss
from the system , the heat build
up would concentrate until a
major energy transfer wold occur
at which point light would be
formed. Further , the process of
heat buildup, conversion to light
through the universe and is the
bounds by which out conception
of life is defined - this energy
transfer between the bounds of
heat-light is not to limit the
possibility of energy units from
which light was dissipated : thus
light and the energy unit from
which it was dissipated would
define another reference realm .
AU elements which are capable of
channeling the dispersed energy
unit will live and perceive life in
the niche defined by light in that
unit; much the same as life to us is
defined by heatlight. (note: The
ideas expressed are mental
conceptions not mathematically
calculated.
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13yr. Old Proplet
Holds Snore Fest
by Paul Sinnott

Gurus, Oracles and Prophets
are nothing new. An oriental one
wouldn't even seem novel.
Satguru Maharaj Ji however, has a
unique distinction among his less
colorful predissessers. He has just
recently reached the ripe ole age
of thirteen .
Like many guru oracle
phophet's popular in the United
States today, Satguru is Indian .
He has just concluded an
American tour of months~
duration during which time he
spoke to many pseudomystical-groups across the nation.
Sitting in a huge throne of
white satin and surrounded by
both rose petals and - ardent
followers, the "prince of peace"
as he is known and billed, spoke
to a capacity crowd at Hunter
College Auditorium last Friday
night. The words of strident
wisdom seemed out of place
coming from the lips of a thirteen

year old. Yet, with a little
imagination and perhaps a few
changes in dialect and intonation,
the speaker might well have been
Billy Grahm.
The sacred guru filled many of
his comments with parables of
Jesus and the Bible and
mentioned Jesus by name many
times, presumabley to influence
the Jesus People who at ended the
address en masse . "There are three
things which one must pick with
great care," spoke the perfect
master, "his wife , his friends, and
his guru." He continued by
explaining his interpretation of
guru, "He is a friend, but
more . . . he is an advisor, but
more. He must know you inside
and out. Choose him the ir,ost
carefully . That is all I can tell
you."
The en tire address was spiced
with Amerikanisms like "digit."
and "Right on" by Satguru
Whatever the content, he spoke

Landlords Abuse
College Students
Ghosts of Causes of the past,
the future and the present
continually haunt us unwincingly.
Every month Causes sprout as
quickly as they wilt. PIRC not
only defies this pattern, it goes
one step further. PIRG is
immortal!
One of the major reasons
college movements die out is due
to the fact that students have to
go to school. PIRC takes off a lot
of the pressure by putting it in the
hands of a team of professionals.
Their salary is obtained when each
student pays one dollar per
semester or three dollars per year
(with the option of a refund for
any student not wishing to
support this group). These
professionals are controlled by the

with con ten tmen t and assurance
uncommon in a person so young .
His plan for inner peace was one
of trial error. "Try the fruits of
three trees. One fruit is sweet and
you will only know that if you
taste it. The next fruit is bitter
and you will only know it if you
taste it. The last fruit is sour and
you will only know it if you taste
it. When you have tasted of al l
things, you must pick only the
sweetest fruit of all things. Then
will you know peace . After peace,
there is no other problem."
A heck ler in the crowd seemed
to enjoy calling much of Satguru 's
thought "bull shit" or " pointless"
quite verbally. Indeed, much of it
would have made a formidable
sermonette. The heckler came
quite close to actual fist fight bar
room tactics at one point, but was
subdued effectively by a security
guard and several of the guidence.
Satguru, in true form, begged
non-violence.
It was evident that the Prince
of Peace was honestly not aiming
to convert anyone . All or most of
his comments and advice was
geared toward self improvement
of the spirit. "I want all people to
be crazy like me. Everybody is
crazy ; some are crazy in the
·material things. You must be
crazy in the spiritual things.
The hirteen year old
oracle-spiritual leader will return
to India shortly, perhaps never to
be seen in America again . If you
didn't catch him , don't fret, the
loss was not inestimable.
"Right On?"

The New Age
Enroll· Now, Study Later
by Patti Ann Lee

Suppose when you were
accepted at Newark State College.
you replied , " I will attend the
school, next year! " this isn't as
strange as it sounds, for this Fall
several colleges across the country
have adopted a deferred
admissions policy .
In effect, these colleges are
telling prospective freshmen : sign
up now and come when you are
ready . In most cases, this means
taking a year off bet'.-1/een high
school and college - working,
traveling, or studying in unlikely
places.

For instance, this year
17-year-old Amy Helling will be
working on her parents in
Minnesota , 18 year old Ann Faust
w i 11 be living and working
atareligious farming commune in
Georgia and Alex Weil, 16, of
Chicago, will be working in a
hospital lab.
A II three have been
accepted at Wisconsin's Beloit
College and all three will show up
for classes in the Fall of 1972.
Beloit College has 29 students
on the deferred admission
program - and Miller Upton, the
college President, comments "it is
a healthy thing for the youngsters
after 12 straight years in the
classroom." Now they have the
best of two worlds - the chance
to break out of the academic
grind, and to test themselves in
the "real" world - while at the
same time having the security of
college.
Hampshire College in Amherst,
Massachusetts, also benefits from
the deferred admissions policy. C.
Van R. Halsey, director of
admissions
at the school remarked
COURSE EVALUATION WILL
that
when
the deferees return ,
BE DISTRIBUTED THURSDAY,

students in the form of elected
representatives.
What PIRG does is to utilize
manpower and the team of
professionals to act on the
inequities of our society. Are the
sup~rmarkets gyping the resident
areas of lower economic classes?
Did you get turned down at that
last job interview because of your
color or sex? If your landlord
overcharging you? PIRG IS
HERE!
While many people deal only
with symptoms, PIRG
encompasses this as well as getting OCT O BER 28TH. THE
to the root of the problem. Tired PAM P HLETS WILL BE
of recycling? Why not attack the AV A I LABLE, FIRST COME,
uselessness of excess wrapping?
FIRST SERVED BASIS, FROM
Yes, PIRG needs your help and 9:00 AM-5:00 PM IN FRONT OF
it will welcome your support as THE ALUMNI LOUNGE IN THE
well as active participation.
STUDENT CENTER.

Notice

Republican Club
Meeting
Sloan Lounge
October 19, 1971
1:40 pm.

"you have a group of students on
..:ampus who are stable and serious
about their education and can act
as models for other students.
These kids diversify the student
body ."
:
Hampshire, a new experimental
school , and Beloit, are two of th~
few colleges that have a formal
program. Another, Amherst
College, has for several years
granted deferred admissions to '
almost any student who asks fo t
it. The changes in the draft syste~
have helped the acceptance of this
unusual policy. Students now .
have the flexibility to take a year ,
off and not put their careers in :
jeopardy.
'
When Brown University and ,
Radcliffe College sent out their
acc;eptance notices last spring,
they routinely asked whether the
student planned to enroll this fall
or next.
As with any new program there
has been criticism of the policy fro m parents. Their prime concern
is that their off-spring will decide
never to return to school and they
may be right.
But as 20 of last year's 25
deferalls returned to the
Hampshire campus, students and
ad missions counselors are
optimistic . A ccording to a
mem b er of the Nationa l
Association of College Admissions
Counselors, deferred admissions
are likely to become "an
important wave of the academic
future ." This will be an important
way of breaking the "lockstep" in
higher education.

I

DANA REVIEW
Submit poetry, prose
photography, people, etc.
Deadline for Fall Issue

NOVEMBER 24

•
.oc!toi., 21, 1911 ~-.
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Sound and Fury
voyage amidst the spring's rain
was pleasing unto the soul. A
moment remembered , a memory
fo rever. The cool breeze blowing
through the trees, the falling
leaves about our feet , the soft rain
Dear Editor,
dampening my seersucker jacket .
I've noticed that there are ads Where did you go? Gone. An
for the Ritz Theater posted angel once at my side, protected
around campus. Well , I just want fro m the weather beneath my
to inform anyone who has plans wi ng, now lost forevermore.
to go to this old converted mov ie Perhaps it was all a dream. My
h ouse a bo u t t h e terr ibl e most secret hope becoming a
ex perience I' ve had there. Firstly, reality? Yes, you are real. You
the prices on the night of Friday are . My Lord can this be true.
Octob,pr 8 were $5 .75 , $4.75 and How naive I was not to have asked
$3.75 . The bill was to include your name. How sooner I could
Buddy Miles, Captain Beefheart have felt the so ft syllables
and Chicken Shack. Buddy Miles caressing my lips. SUSAN SUSAN
and Chicken Shack cancelled out SUSAN . ...
and were replaced by an unknown
Until then,
loca l gro up but the prices
N. WEISS
remained at that exorbitant rate .
Since I wanted to see Beefheart, I
bought $5 .75 seats. The show
didn't sell out so the teenybopper
M.C . announced that the people
from the balcony can come down
To the Editor (to whom it may
to the orchestra, even · before
concern):
many of the people entered the
Last year the INDEPENDENT
theater. As a result, when I went
reported on NSC's installation of
to my seat, someone was in it. the Dial Access Information.
When I went to tell one of the
Retrieval System . The system,
ushers, he just laughed and told
which is centrally located in the
me there were plenty of "other library, has been ready for use
good seats." {lncidently, the since last May.
ushers were 35-50 year old men
I personally, as well as many
who dressP.d ; looked and acted others, were very enthusiastic
like members of the Mob. The about the new system. Now,
crew also consisted of an old lady besides being enthusiastic, we are
collecting tickets, a guard and a also inquisitive. Why is it taking
bouncer, who threatened to throw the authorities five months to
me out when I complained that push the "on" button?
someone was in the seat I paid
Obviously , the college allotted
for). After Beefheart's short set a large sum of monies toward the
ended, the ganster-looking ushers development of the intricate
went up and down the aisles system. Why is this expensive
hurrying people out because they educational device left idle, to be
were closing. Is this the kind of curiously stared at by fellow
management we are going to students?
support? If this letter cannot
deter anyone from going to the
The INDEPENDENT article of
Ritz, please let me warn you not last March l 8 , says, "the system is
to light up a 'J' , you just might expected to be in operation
get a kick in the ass.
be fore the end of Spring
Sincerly, semester." Which Spring semester
James LaCapra does the article elude to? - 1972,
1973 .. .. ?

Ritz
Rip-Off

"Truth cannot be /orceJ but must be allowed to plead /or itlel/."

Dear Kids,

I was sick this

What Are We

week

Waiting For

xxxx
Ed

"MAY I

TAKE YOUR
I ODY, Pt!A

r,:

Walking ·
In The Rain

Dearest Miss Walking in the Rain
Indeed , yes, our fleeting

Everything appears to be ready
fo r functioning - the system is
ele c tronically hooked-up , the
tapes are in the library, there are
(Co ntinu ed on Page 9)
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Book Review
by Lois Mattson
Mr. Connolly takes us through
DEER RUN by Edward J. all of the trials and tribulations of
Connolly, Jr. Charles Scribner's the commune vs. the town until
Sons, New York, 186 pp; $5.95
the climax -- the commune is

The current vogue in literature
is a deep analysis of the "hippie."
We see many scathing attempts to
put the life style in this group into
a light o f total contempt , and we
see the hippie and his fellows
elevated to a super hero status. As
over-worked subjects too often
become trite and insipid , so has
our current trend .
With all of this in mind , Mr.
Connolly has broken away from
time-worn cliches as "right on ,"
"far out ," etc. to create a very
nice story concerning a commune
in Vermont. Josh, o ur hero , is a
veteran o f Viet Nam - disgusted
with the hate and suffering he saw
in the war he had dream s of
starting a co mmunity divo rced
fro r.i society and all o f its
wickedness. When Josh and his
small group of stero typed friends
des ce nded up o n Heartwell ,
Vermont , they fo und that it is
quit e impossible to live outside of
society's boundaries, especially in
a slee py town that considers any
stranger a threat to their securi ty.

burned to the ground by a group
of "well meaning" rednecks.
Perhaps Mr. Connolly carried his
story to an extreme fo llowing this
incident. the book ends with a
"Joe" scene, only the characters
are reversed. Quiet , peace-loving
Josh pulls the trigger on a young
trouble-maker from town , and
prepares to spend the rest o f his
life running , incognito. of course ,
- he cut his hair.
Throughout the book Josh has
an interesting preoccupation with
deer. He put a salt lick on a tree
near the house , and patiently
watched the deer co me and take
advantage of his hospitalit y. Each
day he would attempt to make a
fri endl y co nta ct with the deer,
but they always took flight when
he ca me too close . I assume, fro m
this element of the sto ry , that Mr.
Conn olly intended to associate
the members of the commune,
especially J osh, with the deer. The
prem ise being when in danger ,
deer ru n.

Sports Car Rally
The Rahway Jaycees w ill al road intersections or turn s or
conduct a Motorcycle and Sports traffic lights. These markers mad e
Car Rally on Sunday , October with lime are put down by (he
24th . Starting tim e for judges that morning. A rider must
registratio n will be at 11 :00 a.m . remain observant so that he stays
at B. & D. Cycles, U.S. Route o n co urse while maintaining the
No . I, Rahway , N.J. Anyo ne who prescribed speed. At strategic
rides a Mo torcycle or Sports Car is points alo ng the course , judges
welcomed by the J aycees to will record the arrival time of each
. participate as a contestant. The contestan t. r he riders abili ty to
ra lly will be a contest or arrive at these check poin ts on or
competi tion among riders wh o n ear t h e pr esc rib ed time,
will test their skills to successfull y determines his score. All riders are
complete a prescribed course welcome to come o ut and be a
within the time allowed. The rider contestant. After the ride, food
is penalized fo r tardiness or ·being will be available at low cost. There
too early , in completing the 2-½ will be free beer and music. The
hour course. The route the rider is scores will be tallied and the
to follow is not given to him but winners will receive some nice
rather, when he starts out, he is trophies. First , second and third
given a starting direction. After place riders, best represented club ,
that he must look for lime marks and best team or club effort will

Chase-Epic E 30472
by Marty Egan
One of the latest brass based
groups to make its entry into the
music scene is a group ca ll ed
Chase. The group is comprised of
nine pieces. Drums, guitar, bass,
keyboards, lead volcals, and four
trumpets. No saxes or trombo nes. ·
Just four trumpet s which provides
for a sound a .bit away from th e
norm of most groups with brass.
Bill Chase, of whom the group is
named , handle s all of the trumpet
solos and in a very prodigi ous
manner. He is by far the mu sical
standout of the group. Looking at
the rest of the gro up the o nly
other people worth mentio ning
are the drummer and o rgan ist.
The remainder of the musicians
just exist somewhere in th e
background picking th eir noses.

In an interv iew in Down Beal
Chase sa id , " If you're playi ng jaz;,.
it's go t to be good jazz , with good
time, swing ... everything. If
re ce iv e tr o phi es . Gu ye
Brau c h a usen is the Ja ycee
Chairm a n fo r thi s ev e nt.
Regi stra tion fe e is $3 .00. This
entitles the rider the assurance of
a cl osed event , open only to paid
registrants, and free beer , musi c
and the compan ionshi p of fe llow
enthusiasts, after the event. If you
are in teres ted and want fu rther
in fo rmation, call 382-4079 or
383- 1781 . Any profi ts made from
this project will be used by the
Jaycees to carry out vario us
community projects.

''Go Squires
Go"

you're play ing rock . ii has to be
good rock. So the group is really a
cha llenge . We have to be pursuers
in both idiom s, yet be able to
cross over." Wh ile listening to the
album it is evident that they don't
quite reach this cross over
dangling between the two. The
bassist and guitari st both have
strong roots in rock which creat es
a no n-gelling effe ct with the
ja zz -r oo t e d m e mb e r s. This
possibly may be the cause of that
situatio n.
The pinnacl e of the album is a
sec tio n in the fi ve part " Invitation
Lo a River." The section is the
fo urth
o n e , e ntitl e d
" Reflec tio ns." Here Chase does a
so lo using an echo un it. Through
the use of the unit his solo is
re pea ted exac tl y as played , o nl y
de layed a bi t. Now , whil e th e
re pea ted or delayed part is being
h e ard Cha s e is p lay i ng
sim ul taneously with that only in
harmony , no less. There is one
litt le tidb it in the solo where he is

moving so fast on a desending
scale that it sounds like three or
four tumpete s desending all in
harmony . It truely is a clever little
Irick although it has been done
before.
Arrangement on the whole for
the most part are on the hole
except o ne or two like "Boys and
Girls Together" of their semi-hit
·'Get It On."
One of the unmistakeable
things in reference to two of their
three lead singers is that upon
liste'n ing to them it sounds like
they are having a contest to see
who can sound the most like
David Clayton Thom as (lead
singer B.S. & Tears). However, I
think it wo uld be unanimously
agreed upon that J erry Van Blair
co m es c losest in " Hell o
Groce ries." ( I migh t add that the
lyrics make abo ut as m uch sense
as the ·ti tle.)
Chase - where wo uld you boys
be witho ut Bill?

Hay Ride
Bus Leaves
College Center

7 :00 P.M. Sat.
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FIRST SEMESTER FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES
Open to faculty, students, and friends. Time, date and place information not provided here will be
announced in the next INDEPENDENT and will be available in the STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

ALL COURSES ARE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN THE WEEK OF MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1971

Also: Graphics - Karen Pfluger - Wed. 7:30 pm - V.E. 308
Women's Consciousness Raising - Janet Wilson - Mon. 4:00
p.m. - Alumni Lounge - Oct. 18
Photography - Floyd Gardner - Mon. 8:00 p.m. - V.E. 212
- Oct. 18

Non-Violent Resistance - Sue Feld - Wed. 8:00 - Alumni
Lounge - Oct. 20 .
Seminar on Concjentious Objection - Dave Jones - Wed.
3:05 p.m. - Draft Counseling Office - Bk. Store - Oct. 20
Yoga - Dina Cetrullo - Thurs. 7:00 p.m. - Campus School
South Gym 118 - Oct. 21

Origami - Lin Bachert - Tues. 1 :40 p.m. - Coffee House -

Oct. 26

Homosexuality - Richard Stanzione - Thurs. 8:00 p.m. Alumni Lounge- 21

Black Women - Jan Jackson - Tues. 8:00 p.m. - Stud.
Activities Bid Oct. 12 Browsing Room

--

~

'i

--

-

-I

Transcendental Meditation - Bob Lee - Tues. 1 :40 p.m. Coffee House - Oct. 19 Wed. 8: 15 p.m.' - Little Theatre Oct. 20

Intermediate & Advanced Guitar - Dr. David Retty - Thurs.
1 :40 p.m. - Alumni Lounge - 21
Rock Music am-10:40

Gary Wiernik & Bob Haynes - Wed. 9:25

'

,.

~

Self Hypnosis - Don Maroun - Wed. 12:15 pm - Alumni
Lounge- Oct. 20

\

Macrante & Decoupage - Sherry Hurwitz - Tues. 7:30 p.m.

;\E.119
--

Beginning Guitar - Phil Green - Mo_n. 8:00 pm - V.E. 311

\.. - ~-\..'
RETURN THIS FORM TO: DON MAROUN, STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

FREE UNIVERSITY.
NAME . .... . .. . ..... . . . . .. . . . . .. . ....... . .. . . .. . . ........ . .... • ...
ADDRESS . .....• . . .. ... .. ..• . ... . ........ . ... . ... . ... . .. . ........
COLLEGE MAILBOX .. . . ... .. ... . ... . . . ... ... TELEPHONE .................... .
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YM-YHA
Lecture
Series
A twin bill of lectures. one un
avant-garde art, one on American
Jewish literature. is this week's
Festival of the Arts feature at the
Essex County YM-YWHA , 760
Northfield Avenue, West Orange. ·
it was announced this week by
Bruce Shoulson of West Caldwell,
lecture commiitee chairman , and
Mrs. Richard Kaufman of South
Orange, art comm ittee chairman .

Condition is red (STOP)
Malawka needs money (Stop)
Tryed to ascertain said from
students (Stop) Only got two
dollars (Stop) Termed failure
(Stop) What can be wrong'? (Stop)
Perhaps wasn't convincing enough
(Stop) Maybe should have asked
for less from them (Stop) Possible
answer (Stop) Implement this step
as of NOW (Stop) Was photo in
last issue effective (Stop) Don't
know yet (Stop) Shall see (Stop)
For anyone who cares, mailing
address is still the same (Stop)
Consult past lndependent's for
this information (Stop) Am now
getting bored of harping on same
issue (Stop) No pun intended
(STOP)
Here I am. Poised over the
Smith-Corona with no witty and
extremely pithy remarks to make.
I've been waiting for the Muse to
come, but , so far, he hasn't
showed. This article may seem to
you to be very disjointed and
incoherent as it progresses. Well ,

too bad! That's the way I'm
thinking now and hence the
appearance may show it.
I'm existing in a vacumn. I can
vividly remember this past
summer eagerly awaiting the start
of school. Now that school is here
though, I vehemently await it's
close. Nothing is that exciting on
campus anymore. {I mean , after
the bridges were painted with wild
Woodstock colors - what else
could excite me?) Let's face it
guys and gals, school is a drag.
The same boring people are here
again spewing forth the same
useless verbiage. (YOU people
know who you are.) About the
only disguise that YOU now enjoy
is that YOU now sport shags and
try to be cool, but YOU'RE still
extremely boring. Summer may
have changed YOU'RE
appearance , but deep-down,
YOU'RE still the same-very, very,
very, very, very, BORING . I
wanted to say it , and now I did!
Good-boy Al, good-boy!

OPEN OFFICE HOURS
ROBERT DI FERDINANDO

First, Mrs. Naomi Ben Asher of
East Orange, well known editor,
author and speaker, takes over the
rostrum Tuesday afternoon,
October 19, at I , for the first of
three talks on "American Jewish
Literature: A Reflection of
American Jewish Life ." This
series by the former national
education director of Hadassah
and editor of the Junior J ewish
Encyclopedia, continues on
November I and 16, also
Tuesdays, and again at I p.m. The
talk this Tuesday will deal with
the first generation Jewish writ ers
- actually the immigrants and
their special struggle as writers
with a new language and cu lture.
The " Art Today" lectu re series
beginning Thursday evening,
October 2 1, at 8:15, will be
offered by former Guggenheim
Museum researcher and lecturer
Mary Grigoriadis of New York.
Her subject this week is "The
Emergence of the American Art
Scene," exploring art in the
forties as a basis for understanding
contemporary work. Her next two
lectures on October 28 and
November 4, again on lhursdays
at 8: 15 p.m., will bring up lo the
present her in-depth study of
contemporary art sty Je ·s ,
background and current
expressions.

PARK THEATER
226-0678

CALDWELL

JAMES JOYCE'S

"Ulysses"

PRESIDENT STUDENT ORGANIZATION INC.
also

MONDAY . ............... 11 :00 A.M.-12:30 P.M .
TUESDAY ...... .. .... ·. .. ... 2:00 P.M.-3:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY .......... ...... 1:00 P.M .-3:00 P.M.

"Dorian Grey"
Dorian 7:00, 10:45

Ulysses 8 :33

THURSDAY ................. 1:00 P.M.-3:00 P.M.
FRIDAY ............. . ..... . 2 :00 P.M.-3:30 P.M.

Oct. 20-26th

~~L,,,~il:0._.--.-~/\ijl
Wha I is "Angel Dust?"
A laboratory-analysed New
Jersey sample of "Angel Dust"
proved to be a combination of
marijuana and PHENCYCLIDINE
Hydrocloride (the latter is sold
with prescription under the names
of SERNYL or SERNYLAN in
the pharmacy) .
Phencyclin dine HCL is a white
solid powder so lu ble in water and
alchohol (ethanol). It is used as a
potent analgesic or anesthetic.
Given intravenously it produces
an immediate amnesiac, trancelike
state of un consciousness with
accompanying numbness. The
drug is often used in minor
operations. In .25 mg tablets, it
aids in the· treatment of
psychoneurosis; a si ngle IO mg
dose can be given lo assist
psychotherapy in obscessional
illnesses. The drug is also used as
an imbolizing agent for primates;
hunters have shot out pellets of
phencyclidene to freeze animals in
thei r tracks.
What does phencyclidene

Attention Sue Bengivanni
Found - prescription in tube
belonging to Sue Bongivanni
Number 359966.

HAYRIDE
SATURDAY 7:00 P.M.

contribute to " Angle Dust"? The
side effects of the drug are
diversified and numerous; and in
fact, there is a narrow range
between the amounts of the drug
would be effective or toxic. Toxic
doses produce such side effects as
hallucinations, agitations, anxiety.
restlessness, catatonic rigidity,
post-operative disorientation ,
incoordin ation, vomiting ,
numbness, large rashes, salivation,
convulsions, muscle tremors, rapid
breathing , respiratory arrest,
cardiac arrest, and decreased body
temperature . Shock and death
have been obse1ved in mo:1keys
and baboons. The dmg also has a
tendency to remain in the body
for a long time, therefore , young
mot he rs breast-feeding their
chi ld ren wou ld poison their
childre n's milk if they should take
the drug at this time.
References :
1. Remington's Pharmaceutical
Sciences 14th edition
2 . M a r t i n d a I e ' s E x t r apharmacopoeia 25th edition

PERFORMING ARTS TRIO
Louis H. Huber, violin; W. Ted Hoyle,
cello; Herbert Golub, piano

TPA Auditorium
Monday, November 1, 1971, 8:30 pm
F. J. Haydn (1732-1809)
M. Ravel (1875-1937)
L. von 8-thouon (1770-1827)

Trio in f minor
Trio in a minor
Trio in B Flat Major, Op. 97 (Archduke)
Newart State College Performing Arts Trio, consisting of three music
faculty members, will open the 197 1/72 ·season of performances sponsored
by the Music Department play ing the representative work s from piano trio
literature by Haydn (f minor), Ravel, and Beethoven (Archduke).
The Trio was formed a year ago this fall and, in addition to their regular
ca mpus performances, they played at New krsey State Museum "Faculty
Showcase" in Trenton and opened the Maplewood '7 1 Heritage Week last
spring.
They received a return invitation lo appear al the New Jersey Stale
Museum next March 19, and will make their New York City debut at
Cooper Union on Friday , December 10, 8:30 pm.

CBA Unifies
co-operation in this as well as our
by Sheralyn Welch
A unified Colligiate for Black other programs."
Sickle Cell Anemia, a disease
Action organization with hopes
for more and better programs, is common -to black people, will also
the primary concern of its be a center of concern to CBA. It ·
president, Rose Vizcarrondo. was explained that CBA will be
Activities which were outlined working to help figl1t the disease.
included a Black Arts Production, ·The Newark Star Ledger and
Black Solidarity Day and also the radio-station WLIB has 'promoted
drive against Sickle Ce ll Anemia. support in coverage and
A Black Arts production is promotion of efforts partakes in
similar in concept to the Theatre behalf of the fight against Sickle
guild and plans for a production Cell.
sometime this year are being
There is an indicated desire to
ou tlined .
establish a more unified CBA this
Black Solidarity Day is to be year. Members of the organization
held on November I st. CBA are currently exploring activities
president stated, " We are going to of black student unions on other
have a demonstration on that campuses, in an attempt to
date. We would like the school's further themselves.

Bookstore
Refutes Allegations
by Sheralyn Welch

For sale: used women's Raleigh
bike , standard, brand new tires,
very good working -condition.
Asking $50. Call 353-8275
after 6:00.

' ' · Page Seven

.,

The beggining of the fall
semester has meant the start of
headaches for many people. Mr.
Vincent Porcaro, manager of the
bookstore, seems to have a
migraine . The cause of this stems

from allegations that he is
charging rip-off prices for books
and is running a profit
organization in which no one
knows where the profits are going.
Mr. Pocarro, has been in charge
(Continued on Page 8)

October 2t, -1 971 ,
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OCT. 25th
VETERANS DAY DEDICATION PROGRAM
Come And Join Us In -The Dedication & Salute
To Your Men Of The Armed Services.
Special guest will include:
.Dr. N. Weiss

Invocation

Mr. W. -Vincenti

Dedication

Rev. Kerry Shull

Speaker

A.nd the U.S.M.C. Salute Team

DATE: Oct. 25th Legal Veterans Day

PLACE: Vietnam Memorial & Flag

TIME: 11:00 A.M. (Ra~~ or Shine)

Bookstore Refutes
(Continued from Page 7)

of the bookstore for 5 years and
does not justify the basis for these
allegations. " The bookstore
doesn' t create the prices. We are
quoted a price by the publisher ,
and that price decides what the
students will pay. We mark the
price up , but this is a very low
mark up. In other words, we
could mark the books up 50% but
we usually elect to ·mark the book
much less, say 40%." The mark up
of books refers to the amount of
money the bookstore charges
along with the publishers rates.
Mr. Pocaro also noted that
there are discounts in some
instances . " We se ll many
notebooks and art supplies at
really low discount."
Charges that the bookstore is a
profit making organization also
disturbed Mr. Pocaro. He stated ,
" Of course we make a profit , but
in our case it merely means we're
not losing any money. A true
profit making organization invests
its money in other enterprises. We
don't. All of our money goes back
into the bookstore for more
books , sa laries, fixture and
whatever is needed to run the
bookstore. I can't understand

where all these ideas that I'm
taking money home came from."
Mr . Porcaro also referred to the
"Smiles" article , which wanted to
know where last years 7% profit
from the bookstore went. "As I
said, we do make a profit , but it
merely means we're running
efficiently. I don't understand
where Smiles gets this 7% profit
idea."
Smiles, answering Mr. Porcaro,
said that he meant that the
bookstore profits should go to the
students , rather th an the
bookstore. Smiles commented,
"The st udents are paying these
prices , and they are high. Instead
of the money going back into the
bookstore it shou ld go for things
like student union and the
Satellite Program. Let the state
pay for the bookstore ' s
continuation, they' re supposed to
support it, not the students. Its
supposed to benefit them." Smiles
went on to say that he had not
directed any malice towards Mr.
Porcaro himself.
Mr. Porcaro has suggested that
ari yone with questions or
complaints about the bookstore
should go and see him .

Hayride
Saturday 7:00

A Fairy Tale For Thespia-ns
(to be read while humming
"The Impossible Dream")
Once upon a time in a tiny
kingdom of Unionbourgh , there
lived a handsome prince by the
name of Murphy the Magnificent.
Prince Murphy's sole purpose in
life was to direct Man of La
Mancha fo r the Newark State
Theatre Guild . All the court
advisors, all the king' s men , and a
fe w of the quee ns, said to him ,
" Your Majesty, directing Man of
La Mancha at Newark State
College is an impossible dream
because the Enchanter , an evil
sorcerer, has put Broadway under
a spell, and Man of La Mancha is
doomed to run forever on the
"Great Whi te Way''.

The prince issued a
proclamation offering half of his
kingdom to whosoever could
break the spell. Over the course of
seven years , the prince
interviewed thousands of hopefuls
who claimed they co uld break the
spell. But , alas! to no avail.
Then one day , whilst
pondering his fretful plight , the
goodly prince took a walk outside
his kingdo m . While on the road,
the prin ce had a penchant for
being watched . He looked up and
o n a hilltop he spied the
Enchanter himself. "Mo nster",
cried the prin ce , "remove the spell
which t h ou has't cast on
Broadway." "I would rather die
than ·remove the spe ll." the

Enchanter answered, to which the
prince replied , "That can be
arranged! I challange thee to a
jo ust! After many hours of fierce
combat, the goodly prince took
his last ounce of courage and with
a cry of " I'll kill him", delivered
the final, mortal blow.
Suddenly, the clouds parted ,
the sun shone brightly and the
'mud around the TPA dried up as
an omen of good fo rtune. " Your
Majesty, Your Majesty!" cried
Prince Murphy's faithful squire
Sancho Wagner , "Thou hast just
been sent a missive from Tams of
Witten shire , and thou hast been
commissioned to present Man of
La Mancha and then live happily
ever after as a merry little barber
on the outskirts of Unionbourgh .

ELECTIONS THURS.
Order In Which Names Will Appear On Ballot
President
1 • Brian Molloy
2 - lshan Wiggins
Vice President
3 Mark McGrath
4 Glen Beard
Recording Secretary
5 Ellen Swickle
6 Dianne Voorhees

Correspon ing Secretary

7
8
9

Ann Kosser
Maria Vizcarrondo
Eileen Pisano

Treasurer
10 Chuckie Griffin

11

Kathy Hunter

Movie
Review
by R.C. Kluger

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo
Va nze tti were tw o It alian
i mm i gr a n· ts Ii vi n g in
Ma ssachusetts, employed as a
sh o emaker and fish -vender ,
respectively . They were also
radicals at a time when the word
radical was synonomous with
rapist , Their anarchism was to the
extent that they were pacifists,
desired better conditions for the
working class, and believed in
equality for all men .
This was 1920, the era of U.S.
Attorney General Palmer's "Red
Raids" when immigrants of
questionable political views were
beaten, chained and taken to Ellis
Island for deportation.
On April 15, 1920, a shoe
factory in South Braintree, Mass.
was robbed and two payroll
carriers shot to death. Although
fifty witnesses were present,most
of their stories conflicted. All
agreed that the robbery had been
carried out gangland fashion
employing the use of getaway
cars, but descriptions of the
bandits contradicted each other.
On May 5, 1920, Sacco and
Vanzetti and three companions

arrived at the garage of Simon
Johnson in Bridgewater. Mass. to
pick up a car to carry radica l
literature fro m private homes to a
hiding place . John so n becam e
suspicious of th e five foreigners
and had his wife call the police.
The five men , aware of Johnson's
reluctance , decided to leave .
·Three of them on a motorcycle .
and Sacco and Vanzetti by
trolley .
Sa cco and Vanzetti were
apprehended by police after they
had received Johnson' s call. It was
discovered that Sac<:o was
carrying a .32 Colt pistol, the
same gun used at the South
Braintree robbery. After being
interrogated by Chief of Police
Stewart and State's Prosewter
Katzmann , both men were
charged with the South Braintree
robbery and double homicide .
Seven years later, after a
mockery of a trial that provoked
world-wide controversy, appeals
and counter appeals, Sacco and
Vanzetti were executed in
Charleston Prison, Mass. Most
historians agree that they were
completely innocent.
Guilano Montaldo ("The Battle

Saund &
Waiting
(Continued from Page 4)

plenty of potential users, the staff
is available . What are we waiting
for?
Dianne Arminio

Dear Al
Dear Al Malawka,
I must admit that the stabs I
took at Bob DiFerdinando were
really stupid and based on total
ignorance. I don't know what ever
possessed me to write such
childish statements. Please
understand that I am only a
person in search of meaning.
Sometimes when I try to express
myself it comes out the wrong
way and as you obviously saw I
have no sense of humor. It's very
discouraging when someone puts
you down but supposedly struggle
is the essence of life. Well , I have a
lot of struggling to do and in the
process I'll try not to alienate
anyone else!
Judy Consales

F-ury

Company is threatening to
repossess my car, so if everyone
reading this would just send four
bits, it would save me a long
30-mile walk, to and from school.
Send your contribution to me c/o
25 Sargeant Ave., Clifton, N.J.
07013. It would be greatly
appreciated . Thanks.
Grub
P.S. This is on the level, it's not a
rip-off.

Cover Crises

of Algiers") has presented the
Sacco-Vanzetti case in a stark,
powerful, and deeply moving
motion picture. It is also a film of
artistic excellence. The direction
is masterful and absorbing, giving
the viewer a keen sense of reality
few films can achieve. The
photography is outstanding and
recaptures the mood of the times.
The opening scene is shot in faded
bla<:k and white establishing the

tragic miscarriage of justice is
recreated on the screen.
I, for one, would like to see
this picture shown in every
theater in every city of this
<:ountry. "Sacco and Vanzetti" ·
has particular meaning in a time
of injustice, bigotry and narrow
provincialism in which it is
entirely possible that two more
scapegoats could be blotted out
for a crime they did not commit.

WhatIs
CCB
by Laurie Hayes

Who is responsible for the films
on Sunday night, the concerts, the
You Meatball,
What's all the shit going on at speakers, and the many social and
your Commie College? The other entertaining events held at
day I was looking at your paper N.S.C .? I think by now most
my kid brought home while I was students realize that the College
having a beer between halfs of the Center Board, a committee
big game (the jets one), and I associated with Student Org., is
noticed on the cover some long behind these many events.
But what is C.C.B.? Herb
haired creep with a weird face
Yardley,
chairman of C.C .B., sums
with no clothes on sitting on the
john . Now I been readin my kids C.C.B. up as a service committee
paper every week cause I like to which initiates programs to serve
keep in touch with whats going on the whole student body. Burt
there (you know what I mean) Martone , vice chairman ofC .C.B.,
and I don 't mind guitar players on states that the main goals of this
the cover or even pinko anti-war committee "are to program for
stuff but for the past couple the needs of the entire student
weeks you guys been printing body, rather than just small
pitchers of the broads that go to factions with special interests that
your college. Just one question appear on campus." Mr. Martone
buddy. How come all the pitchers also characterizes C.C.B. as "a
of the broads has them with non-political, non-fraternal,
smiles
sitting in nice looking non-independent organization;
To the editor:
consisting of a group of
"My Article" in the Oct. 7 places, while you show a member
individuals, interested in bringing
issue of the Independent inspired of the male sex sitting on the
the students of N.S.C. together ,
John.
me to write to you. You see, I feel
rather
than in personal gains."
What's the madder? Don't they
if Dando Shaft, Al Malawka and
At
the present C.C.B. consists
even Soupy Sales can do it, why teach you in them books that girls
of 13 subcommittees; which are
shit
just
like
guys
do?
I
seen
your
can't I?
I, too , am in financial trouble, pitcher in last years paper and I under the titles of Special Events,
i.e., an upcoming car payment, still aint too sure weather you are Social Events, Public Relations,
Human Relations, Dance, Fine
payment for a new alternator. a guy or a broad yourself.
Arts, Drama Films, Coffee House,
Now
listen
buddy,
womens
lib
AUl'm asking for is 50c, just one
Recreation, Publicity Planning
(Continued on Page 10)
lousy half buck! The Insurance

Grub

atmosphere of the I 920's and the
sudden transition to color is
effectively used. Gian Mario
Volonte as the idealistic Vanzetti
and Riccardo Cucciolla as the
simple, meek Sacco are both
superb. The supporting actors,
Milo O'Shea. Cyril Cusack. and
William Prince give some of the
finest performances I have ever
seen.
With impact and insight this

and Utilization, and Radio. A
sub-commit tee still in the
planning is Video.
If you are wondering who
finances C.C .B., it is allocated
money from Student Org. funds,
Given $94,000 at the beginning of
the year, this money and fees
received f{om paid admission
even ts is reappropriated by
Student Org. to pay for movies
shown, special events (concerts
and recitals), and speakers.
Some of the tentative events to
be programmed by C.C.B. are :
films - "Little Big Man" , a
Halloweek festival featuring
"Freak" and "The Night of the
Living Dead", and in November
an all night film festival in the
·gym (more information to be
released at a later date) ; concerts
- Hello People ; two major plays .
and the annual Christmas party,
featuring a top name group;
possible speakers: Ralph Nader,
Huey Newton, and Jane Fonda;
and starting next week the Fine

Arts Committee is holding an art
exhibition in the Little Gallery.
How are these films , groups,
and speakers chosen? Generally
questionnaires are handed out to
the students by hand or through
the INDEPENDENT, at some
time during the year. Taking into
consideration these surveys, the
cost involved and availability, the
C.C.B. chooses the films, groups,
and speakers . Speakers are
selected on the basis of their
involvement with relevant current
affairs.
C.C.B. is a very successful
committee which is due not only
to the efforts of its students, but
also to a pro-attitude of the
ad ministration and the
cooperation of the advisors;
Eugene Fixler, Marion Kortjohn,
Donald Maroun , and Janis
Jackson. But the Committee still
welcomes anyone student
interested in joining. Meetings are
every other Wednesday in the
CCB office at 6:00 P.M. and open
. to all.

Opa Servic~s Community
by B.C.
After 9 months, Omega Phi
Alpha announces the birth of its
first : and it's twins! Fraternal
twins.
The first to make its
appearance is the Halloween
UNICEF project. Various
corporations are participating in a
program (promoted by Danny
Kaye in Reader's Digest) whereby
they, the companies, will donate
so much money to UNICEF in
return for each label or wrapper
that we, the public send them.
The ' products involved are: Hunt's
snack-pac, Pals' •vitamins, Clark
gum, Peter Paul candies, Welch's
jams and jellies, Kool-aid and
Bird's Eye vege_table . Therefore in
order to help UNICEF, Omega Phi
Alpha is placing boxes for these
labels at the Information Booth

Syncro

located in the Student Center and
also in Willis lobby .
. OPA is sponsoring a second
project of a Thanksgiving party at
an orphanage, complete with
refreshments, games, grab bag,
and scarves, mittens and stuffed
animals. They are in need of
scraps of yarn, stuffing for
animals ( old stockings, dried
beans, old shirts - rummage sale
rejects) and mor;tey ( c-h-a-n-g-e ).
Containers for these donations
will be in Whiteman Hall, Room
118 and also in the Student Clubs
and organizations office in the
bookstore building.
Volunteers are needed to help
follow-through on these projects.
Anyone interested may drop a
note to mailbox No . 60 or attend
the next meeting Wednesday, Oct.
27th at 7 :30 in the Little Theatre.

Sound And Fury
(Continued from Page 9)

is okay as long as they dont get
pushy (like them fags, ya know)
but enough is enough. Lets see
some real men on your cover , like
pitchers of Lee Marvin or Joe
Namath (before he grew his hai;
long) .
You guys better wise up and
get on the ball before we all come
down there and show you punks
how to run a AMERICAN paper
the right way!,
From the Hoys at United
Am~amated Ame.ric..:.n
carborundum
Local No. 1369
Binky Boyle, Pres.
P.S. Remember its my tax money
that buys your ink.

Sore Loser
Editor:
I am angered concerning your
reply (in last week's issue) to a
fellow student, regarding your
choice of cover photographs. Two
weeks ago you cut a student down
for using the same tasteless and
unnecessary vocabolary that you
yourself use. Now, when an
invididual tries to communicate
with you in an adult, obviously
intelligent and proper manner you
also ridicule and belittle her.
You are a close-minded
individual that always must have
the last word. You have no right
calling yourself an editor or being
an editor. If you must express
yourself by inferior and infantile
means, it is a shame. At least this
is the last year of your reign.
Paul Becker

Seate
Needs
You
Dear Students of NSC,
The SCA TE Tutorial Project, a
program that sends tutors into the
comR1unity to assist teachers in
Newark, Elizabeth and special
education schools, has had a fair
response to its registration. People
are now going out into these
schools, but we have been unable
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to meet the needs of the schools
seeking aid . There are currently
over 30 schools and programs who
have informed us of their desire
for volunteers from ·SCATE.
Everyone knows how poor our
educational system is - you went
through it. There are now children
that need help. in school just as
you probably did . It only takes
one hour and half per day as
many days a week as you care, to
devote to these needy children.
Registration for SCA TE is always
ooe.o' I P-Jo~ao,

~olr ··- -'--lr

._J _

____

It's up to you. Come and register
to give a little of yourself to
someone.
What more is there to say.
Co-Director
SCATE,
Larry Langlois

Bad
Voting
To the Class of 1975:
First of all, I'd like to thank all
those concerned freshmen who
took the time to vote - all 289 of
you! I won't say anything more
except that I certainly hope the
turnout is better next week.
Secondly, as a former
Presidential candidate, and
presently a Council candidate, I
am hereby officially announcing
my endorsement of BRIAN
MOLLOY for President of the
Freshman Class. My reason being
that of the two candidates, he is
not only the most qualified, but
the most sincere. He is the type of
person who will represent you as
best he knows how, with the firm
belief that what he is doing will
kee,p the class unified. Please vote
for him!
Finally, I'd like to take this
time to thank those 29 people
who voted for me in the
primaries. We'll never know if I
could have fulfilled their
confidence in me as class
president this year, but then
again, there's always next year!
Jerry Riehl

HAYRIDE

Swim
Advisor - Mrs. Edith Resnick
Manager - Joanne Bopp
Synchronized swimming is a
realtively new sport at Newark
State. It involves gymnastic type
movements in the water with the
accompaniment of music and
other people .
In the Spring, a synchronized
swimming production will be put
on at N.S.C. Anyone who is
interested please report to the
pool on Tuesday and Thursdays
from 3 :00-5 :30. It's not necessary
to be experienced, however we
would appreciate anyone with any
knowledge of the sport to please
submit their names.
I.) Practice - Tues. & Thurs.
3:00-5 :30

Artist Talent

Discovery. Young Artists of
New Jersey is the title of an
exhibition sponsored by the New
Jersey State Council on the Arts,
to be held at the Rutgers
University Art gallery in New
Brunswick from November 21st
through December 3 Jst.
A large committee of college
art professors , art gallery
proprietors and others in the arts
is currently conducting a
comprehensive talent search to
encourage all artists between 20
and 35 years of age to participate
in the exhibition. All media are
eligible, from films to wall
hangings.

2.) Credit
3 . ) Improves grace and
coordination
4.) Fun!
5.) Have well versed people
coming for improvement.
6.) Maybe competition.

Committee member W. Carl
Burger, associate professor of art
at Newark State College (and
resident of Clifton) , pointed out
that all entry fees will be waived
and anyone who lives or works in
New Jersey and has not been
represented at the Newark or
Trenton Museums' annual shows
may enter. The deadline is
October 30th and the limit is two
entries per person .
Professor Burger urged
interested young artists on
campus to obtain copies of the
show's prospectus by contacting
the Rutgers University Art
Gallery, Ham.ii ton Street, New
Brunswick, New Jersey, 08903.
The telephone number is (201)
247-1766, extension 6237 .

Stopping daily
internal feminine
odor is easy:
Just think of Norfonns as
a tiny tampon
that dissolves.

,,,,
4~;;._
If you've ever used tampons,
then you already know how to

CORDLESS MASSAGER
Deep pulsating vibrations bring
massaging relieJ to a~hing muscles,
stimulates circulation. Battery
operated. Unbreakable - 7" long
Uses 2 "C" bat:t:eries. $6 w/bat:t:.
Add 5s sales tax Elva Co. P. 0. Box
2•471, San Francisco, Ca. 9412.C
AVON CALLING :
Allow me to introduce you:
Big Savings, Big Specials - For
Christmas Call 353-6814

HIGH HOTEL
RATES IN
NEW YORK CITY

The photography editor of the
paper wishes to meet other
photographers who wish to be
professionals or are serious
amateurs.
Contact Ed Mulkeen
2760233
Mailbox No. 3

ue.e-No.-(o-rms• ... the internal

deodorant™ to stop the daily

problem of feminine odor. Each
tiny-as-a-fingertip Norforms
Suppository is as easy and safe
to insert as a tiny tampon would
be. It begins dissolving instantly
to kill bacteria, stop feminine
odor where it starts . . . internally,
in the vaginal tract.
.You feel clean, fresh, odor-free
for hours. No bath, no douche
stops odor the way Norforms do.

. - -------- - -

FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK 7
1 plus booklet! Write to : Norwich I
I Pharmacal Co., Dept. CN-B, Nor- I
wich, N .Y. 13815. Enclose 25¢ to
I
I cover mailing and handling.
I Nam _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

1 ·street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

I
I
I
,I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
State, _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _
Don't forget your zip code
M'I Norwich Products Division
• I"' The Norwich Pharmacal Co.

____________

Forest fires burn

more than trees.

Stay 1t the wortd-f1mous
Hotat Roosevelt for just

A DAY SINGLE
$15.00 Double
$ 3.00 for 3rd
person in room
Veceran's Dey • R- . .e now tor
• .... 3-Dey Holiday weekend.

Get into it o n the East Side,
the best locatio n in the city.
You're within walking distance
of fam o us sho ps, boutiques,
popular East Side pubs, the
U.N., the Main library, Museums and those great little restaurants from every country
in the world.

gzJffeJ
HOT EL
For reservations call FREE
800-522-6449 New York State
800·221-2690 All other States
Madison Avenue & 45th Street
New York, N.Y . 10017

A REALTY HOTEL

-Q

Advertiainc created for the public eood

HAYRIDE SATURDAY 7:00

I
I
I
I
.,
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Squires
Outclassed

Squires Win Fourth
Montclair Next?

Newark State College soccer
team capped a week of solid play
by beating Monmouth at
Homecoming 9-1 . This followed
conquests of Glassboro State 4-1 ,
and Bloomfield College 6-0.
"fhc SqulTc:, uvn ha.,,;; a ..,.-2,

record having won four straight.
During this past week Peter Alli
scored nine goals to raise his total
to fourteen for the season.
In the Glassboro contest the
Squires started slow , but after the
score was tied on a penalty kick
by Alli - Newark took over.
the halfback line of Caswell , Diehl ,
Wisnewski and Freda controlled
the mid-field, and Newark went on
to score a 4-1 victory . Alli had
three goals and Rich Freda one .

On Tuesday NSC wasted no
time in scoring as in 6 seconds Joe
Du nn h it Jvo Lekich. About a
minute later Peter Alli scored his
first of fo\Jr goals on a pass from
Bob Diehl. Brian Molloy adrlerl
me rma l tally as lieorge Harca fiail
his second straight shut out.

record by scoring nine goals in
one game. Meanwh ile the Squires
have· scored 26 goals on 6 games.
They scored only 14 last year all
season .

On homecoming NSC
complet ely crushed Monmouth
College 9- 1. lvo Lekich and J oe
Dunn had three goals each , Peter
Alli had two goals while Jerry
Becker added the final tally .
Frank Laughlin played another
fine game at goal but his
teammates again failed to perserve
his shut-out.

Season record is now 4-2 - last
year the team only won three
games.
MO NTCLA IR NEXT??'???

PP t or

IJi j ~

lo <jJ,u, in ~,.Jl:v.!

school scormg recoru m z , 5 on,s
by Sam Sa~ilauskis.

SC A TE Coffee Hour and
Meeting Tuesday, October
26th I :40, section I Di ning
Room Downs Hall . All invited
SCATE Volunteers Please
Attend .

Newark State was outclassed
Sat urday at Homecoming, 44-0 by
J ersey City State. The Squires
played th eir fiJst varsity team ever
and ca me u p short-handed . The
Gothics displayed a diversified
scoring at tack and a tough
defe nse. Coach J ack Stephans'
squad is, well-drilled, execu tes
sharply anti looks to be the class
team ·of the conference . Yes, that
includes Montclair, who is going
to have a tough time with Jersey
City on Nov. 7.
The game started off with both
teams exchanging punts. However
a good Gothic punt had placed
Newark on their 5 yard line. The
Gothics blitzed on the play and
Ed Stonein the end zone for a
safety. Quarterback Ed Boggis
then directed the Green lo 3
first-half touchdowns as the
Squire offense stalled repeatedly.
We gained our on ly 11rsl down al
the end of the half and went lo
the lo L;kers down 23-0 .
The second half started as lhe
t1rst had. J ersey City took the
kickoff and scored on a pass from
Boggis lo Jo hn Buoni. The
Gothics scored twice more in th e
fourth quarter , they even tried for
a f1eld goal (trying to rub it in , I
guess.) That was the end of a long
Saturday, Newark losing 44-0.
__ W_!!,Jooked weak lo be .sure,
Defensive end J erome Dunn and
back Barry Brandon came up with
the bit play to stitle Jersey City .
Dunn caught Boggis 3 limes for
losses and Brandon had two
FOR SALE:

1970
450 HONDA
EXCELLENT CONDIT ION

$800
388-8854

in terceptions. And Ron Brown
made some fan tastic ru ns to
account for Newark's o n ly
effective offense. The Squ ire are
down and healing their wounds
but The Blue Machine is not dead
and F DU is gon na get killed .

Sports
Notes
by Michael J. Cleary
Big Time football came to
Union Last Saturday. The Green
J uggernaut of Jersey City State
rolled in and rolled out with a
44-0 victory over th e Newark
State Squires. The main difference
between our school team and
theirs was the fact that the Jersey
City unit worked, hit and
executed as a team while we were
a bunch of fu t ile individ uals. Not
to dow ngrade our program but
the Gothics possessed too many
plays, coaches and qua lity players
for us lo cope with. We are a good
club but must improve rapidly to
face the better competition .
A ll eyes are on Coach Pete
Aufsessor's soccer club . Sporting a
fu?cn~~,yn,.A .:A?O,-.P~ '"'"'Y ,u-..r,,·.uu,
team to beat in the conference.
Peter "Pele" Alli has scored 14
goals in 5 games and he has to be
seen to be be lieved. The freshman
fro m Nigeria h as amazing speed, a
great shot and strong , fluid moves
to make him a almost certain
candidate for post-season honors.
Coupled with Captains lvo Lekich
and Ken Graf and wing Joe Dunn
the Squires will be tough to stop.

Newark State broke the school

College Center Board Presents

College Center Board Presents
"Little Big Man" starring
Dustin Hoffman . Sunday, Oct.
24, TPA 7:45 NSC ID admits
student and one guest.

INVITATION

"Sympathy For The Devil"
Thursday, Oct. 21 ,

7:45

Little Theatre

J esus of Nazareth
Requests the Honor
Of Your Presence
At a Dinner
To Be Given in His Honor
Every Thursday Afternoon.
Attire is Informal

THE

British Racing Dream
Near-new condition

736-1665

INDEPENDENT
WANTS

Reneta Club will have
its Silver Tea on Thursday,
October
Downs

28,
Hall ,

1971

at

Room

A

YOU!

during t he College Hour.
Mr. Vitale will speak on

Mass : Every Thursday at 1 : 40
P. M. in Coffee House.
All are invited to share and
celebrate together.

job options for Educati on

Get involved

Majors.

Join Seate
W A NT ED :
n ati onal

Corpo r a ti on

ex panding 1n t h is area has a
need for part-time help . Hours

NSC ID admits student and one guest

TRI UMPH IV
1964

l if egua r d

Cer t ified

for

even ings from

Fri day
6: 30

to

can be arranged to fi t you r

9 :30

during t he school

schedule. Write to Box 2131 -R,

year. Please apply in t he

Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Alumni Office (T203) or

for interview appointment.

call 527-2053.

Found :

Birthstone

ring

in

Bookstore. Silver band with
cry st a I

stone.

Independent
Advertising.

Inquire
Offices ,

~

~

(::iQE~

I

I~I DE.PE~I DE~t·r

DATE

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
EVENT

PLACE

MONDAY, OCT. 25th
11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
3 :00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
6: 15 p.m.-9: 30 p.m.
7 :00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

CCB Art Exhibit
Thematic Microlab
Free U: Women's Group
Judicial Review Board
Science Lecture
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Coffee House
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
B-104
Hex Room

CCB Art Exhibit
Class of '75 Election Mtg.
CCB Film Series: Flash Gordon
Mass
SCATE Coffee Hour
Aliethian Club
Dept. of Ed. Sciences/Student
Teachers Mtg.

Little Gallery
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Coffee House
Dining Rm I, Downs
W200
W101

TUESDAY, OCT. 26th
11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m .
. 1 :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.

csc

l01

1:40 pm-3:05 pm

EEC Meetipg

3:00 p.m.6:00 p.m.-7 :30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8: 00 p.m.-1 : 00 a.m.

Soccer: NSC vs. Drew U.
Free U: Rap Session
Free u: Men's Consciousness Raising
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
Coffee House

Home
Alumni Lounge
Counselling Office
Little Theatre
Hex Room

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 27th
11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
12: 15 p.m.·
3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
7 :30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

CCB Art Exhibit
Self-Hypnosis Class
Explore
OPA
Free U: Non-Violence Course
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

CCB Art Exhibit
President's Listening Post
Mtg. of Student Teachers
Women's Lib Course/D .F.S.
Renata-Club Tea
Reader's Theatre
Soccer: NSC vs. Southampton College
Free U: Group Experience
IFSC Tea
CCB Film : Diary of a Mad
Housewife
Coffee House

Little Gallery
Sloan Lounge
Section 11, Dining R.m.
Formal Lounge
Room A, Downs
W100
Home
Coffee House
Faculty Dining Room
TPA

4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCT. 28th
11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
2:30 p.m.3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
7:45 p.m.8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 29th
11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-9: 15 a.m.
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
10:00 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
SATURDAY, OCT. 30th
7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCT. 31st
7:45 p.m.

Hex Room

CCB Art Exhibit
Fine Arts Lecture
Free U : Sexual Identity
Coffee House
Groove Phi Groove Halloween Dance

Little Gallery
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
Downs Hall

Monarch Productions
Folk/Rock show featuring:
Livingston Taylor and
Carolyn Hester
(2 shows)

TPA

CCB Film : Double Feature:
Night of the Living Dead
and Freaks

TPA

ff~

1

